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An open heart is an open mind. We all know that our thoughts direct our actions. But what we forget is that our feelings of love and compassion have a direct impact on those thoughts. When we open our hearts, we soften our thoughts with less judgment and then we act in a different way.

In a fresh outer peace of the youth's mind there's a sort of anxiety kissing them. A portal that they think they cannot live and they cannot go back in the things they used to do. How come up the young people in this line, straight line that slowly reflecting as it curves faster.

What will be their life hoping that this will end as soon? Positive or Negative. Typically a motto from a watt pad story "Once you enter there's no turning back" is said to be true comparing in today's situation.

The way the students reach their knowledge hand in hand, crumpled paper on the floor and the shout of the olds were only the missing piece for now." Is it positive or negative for them to study and learn at home? "Mahirap lang kasi bilang student, no choice kung di mag module tapos isa pa kapag nag module diko naman alam yung isasagot diba mas maganda pa den yung regular class kasi mas maintindihan ko kesa sa module diba isa pa mahirap lang kami tas ganto pa", a statement from a Grade 10 Junior high school student.

Action speaks louder than words but how does it works beneath this poor satisfaction? Definitely how Senior high school students siege the moment of society slapping them, it hurts but for them it is normal because it is already happening. "Ang
hirap kaya matuto ng sa sarili mo lang kahit sabihin na nandyan yung mga magulang para gumabay mahirap pa rin", said Evangielou, a student from senior high school. “I believe that modular and online learning will be an important part of the educational experience moving forward. It should not be the answer for all students but it should be a great of help for those who prefer to attend class or continue their studies from home” (Lo Reen – Garments student)

Exactly figuring out their point. Nevertheless, it is negative but a plus sign urges them to rule. Life afterwards, a whisper from the right breaking the glass of the hour, the young society. Sweat dropping from the left, the old society rolling their eyes accepting it while instead it is their life bear on it.

No assurance. Still scratching their heads. Nodded for the better but to deny that they are giving up for a dust. In short, of all desires the life of the students... Still missing their hope. What life afterwards on them waiting? A stable but still dangerous but to keep their faith on what education can lean them in the future.
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